The use of SPAMM to assess spatial distortion due to static field inhomogeneity in dental MRI.
In planning placement of dental implants using MRI, a SPAMM (spatial modulation of magnetization) magnetization preparation sequence was incorporated into a spin-echo imaging sequence. A phantom was imaged with a ferromagnetic object attached. Spatial distortion due to deviations in Larmor frequency was detected by a deviation of SPAMM lines. Both SPAMM line deviation and interline spacing were found to agree with a deltaB0 map generated from phase images. Imaging of a volunteer with and without typically used metallic implants positioned in a template showed SPAMM line deviations to correlate with expected deviations in vivo. SPAMM lines showed possible distortion due to chemical shift in the bone marrow and the presence of titanium implants to be insignificant. SPAMM may thus be used to provide a qualitative estimate of the accuracy of the MRI image when planning dental implants.